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In the dim lights of AuroraÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s premier kink club waits an alpha eager to take

control.Billionaire Crawford Daniels has bedded submissives before, but heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s never given

one his collar. That privilege is reserved for the man whoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s strong-willed enough to tell him

no, but whose pretty lips always say yes. Crawford wants more than a petÃ¢â‚¬â€•he wants a

partner. Someone to pamper and spoil.Or punish. Hidden behind case reports and paperwork waits

an omega afraid to give it all up. Owen Ellis has fought tooth and nail to rise above his omega status

and find success. HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s educated, successful, and independent, but deep inside, he knows

something is missing. A mistake during his teenage years has led to a lifetime of loneliness, and

Owen refuses to surrender his heart again. HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s afraid to be hurt. HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll never let

another alpha in.But some rules are meant to be broken. When Owen meets Crawford and sparks

fly, Owen has to decide if happiness is worth the risk. The choice is always his. He can walk away

and embrace lonelinessÃ¢â‚¬â€• Ã¢â‚¬â€•or he can wear CrawfordÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s collar and obey.Obey

is a 42,000 word stand-alone novella packed full of steamy BDSM, MPreg, one of the hottest uses

for an ice cube ever, and a happily ever after that proves in the end, love really does win.
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This was a very neat and sweet book. I liked the strong back story and deep character

development. Very good fun book to read.

4.75 stars. I was surprised by how much I enjoyed this book. I was expecting BDSM with a light

story line. Crawford was a fantastic hero. He takes one look at Owen and just knows. I liked that

every choice was Owen's to make. There was no pushy domination. With each step in their

relationship Crawford allowed Owen to stear the direction and tempo. Owen has proven that being

an omega doesn't make him less than anyone else. He's smart, independent and capable. He's

also lonely. I liked that he was willing to keep choosing Crawford each step of the way. Lovely

ending.Adult read

This book was great. I had never read this Author before. I liked the cover and the description was

interesting so I bought the book. I was surprised on how good the book was. The author really pulls

you into the story and keeps you interested to see what happens. If you like a smart Omega and a

understanding strong Alpha this is the story for you. The author did a good job giving you the right

amount of information about the characters so you could see it from both of their point of views.

There is some BDSM but, I think the author did it tasteful. It was a sweet book. Saying BDSM &

sweet in the same description sounds weird I know. You will have to read the book to see what I am

saying is true. I would read Obey before you read Beg because this book comes before Beg in time.

Both books are stand alone books no cliff hangers.I am looking forward to reading more by this

author.

This was a good quick read and I enjoyed it alot. It was my companion at the airport and on my flight

and by the time I got home I had little of it left to read because it moved well. It was nice to read the

gradual acknowledgement of the connection between the two main characters and it was nice to

enjoy how that helped Owen resolve his health issues. I received an ARC and bought it anyway

because I will read it again at some point. I am already on to book two and I am sorry that I was too

busy to get to the book sooner. I am pleased that I already have the next book.

I enjoyed the story have not read this author before but will read more cute twist on the heats liked it



Truly liked it a lot.

***I voluntarily reviewed an ARC copy of this book in exchange for an honest review***I really loved

this book! I will be looking forward to others works from this author. This book revolves around an

omega rehabilitation center. It's about learning to trust again and the willingness for patience on one

parties part for something they feel is important.Crawford Daniels an alpha quietly funds a facility for

abused and rescued omegas. His deceased father an omega founded the facility as a refuge for

omegas who were widely looked down upon, marginalized, and considered property by most of

society. Owen Ellis an omega with a trauma in his past is a counselor at the facility. A few seconds

collision between the two is the beginning of a relationship that the two embark upon. One of quiet

respect, understanding, and deep caring by both. Owen is unsure about getting involved in a

relationship with an alpha. Crawford's pursuit is important to him and he works hard to make Owen

feel reassured, important, and valued just the way he is.This book was a great read that engages

the readers heart and emotions. The book was an easy and delightful read that I'm sure will find

wide appeal with reads. I seriously hope to see many more books based in the OmegaVerse. The

book however does contain BDSM and male pregnancy elements for those who might find these

subjects objectionable.

I voluntarily reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of this book. It's my first M/M Omegaverse

romance, and I just loved it.The plot is well written and I'm impressed by how the author, by

changing between Owen and Crawford POV, hightens the experience.If you enjoy your read with a

strong beautiful intelligent Omega with a painful past and a true kind Alpha who's in to BDSM, you'll

love this one. And if you'd never tried this world before, I recommend you start with this romance.

It's a sexy and engrossing love story. It will break your heart a little, but has a heart-melting HEA.
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